MINUTES of the Raglan Wastewater Treatment Plant Discharge Consenting Process
meeting (public) held on Wednesday 6 May 2021 commencing 7.00pm through ZOOM
Video Communications.
Present:

Cr Aksel Bech (Chairperson), Ian Cathcart, Special Infrastructure
Projects Manager (WDC), Carole Nutt, Waters Contract Relationship
Manager (WDC)
Steve Howard, Richard Pullar (Watercare)

Apology:

John Lawson, Edward Prince, Hugh Keene
Chris Rayner

1.

OPENING MEETING

1.1

Cr A Bech, Chairperson, opened the Raglan Wastewater Treatment Plant Discharge
Consenting meeting (public) at 7.00pm.
The Chair outlined protocols for the Zoom meeting:
▪
▪
▪
▪

The meeting would be recorded and posted on Council’s web page.
Chats can be seen by all meeting attendees. Use the chat function to record
questions, and Steve would answer at the end of the presentation or offline at a
later date if not appropriate to answer at the meeting.
To get the Chair’s attention, use electronic hand function.
If asking a question, have camera on as courtesy to Steve.

1.2

The purpose of the meeting was to hear Steve Howard’s presentation on the Raglan
Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWT) Discharge Consent Application Project.

2.

PRESENTATION/TOPICS - Steve Howard, Watercare

2.1

Matters to discuss:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Part A – Draft MCA Scoring –
Part B – Public Land Option Update
Part C – LTP Process and Local Government Activity
Part D- Wrap Up/Questions

PART A: MCA SCORING OBSERVATIONS
Slide 1, 2 and 3

The purpose of these three slides was to outline that selection methodology of ‘best practical
option’ was designed to be a community decision making exercise, however there are simple
observations that can easily narrow down feasible options. For instance, the freshwater option
(F1) is an outlier when considering MCA scoring. My thoughts were that this can be eliminated
now from discussion. The 100% option requiring Winter storage doesn’t look to be near any
sort of affordability (over x2 LTP budget). My thoughts were that this can be eliminated now
from discussion.
Group consensus was that an ‘in person session’ should be held for any such decisions to be
made, where it would be anticipated that the ‘top 3’ scenarios be presented by technical reps
then (with reasons).
Slide 4 and 5

These slides highlight NexGen Water feasibility studies and methodologies for sub surface
drip irrigation to public land (L1). The challenges of each theoretical area are highlighted. All
parties throughout engagement have supported the concept of re-use at the Golf Club, which
would be a significant achievement. Inclusion of the air strip was theoretical, where
sensitivities of the site are understood by all.
The use for the project presently has been ruled out by the project team given that both hapu
that have Whaingaroa within their rohe are not supportive, and that the Community Board
have always held up the position that their support will be in step with Raglan hapu.
Investigation of other publicly owned areas is therefore needed, where discounting use of the
sandy-soil (airstrip) will be mean that access to alternative sandy areas will be needed if any
phasing out of a pipe outfall for high winter flow is to be achieved (i.e. hydraulic properties
needed for flow that has lower concentrations of nutrients).

Slide 6

Above matters where covered by WDC staff, as an update to LTP workshops. Discussion
covered advancement of public meetings needed to progress wider engagement.

